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Abstract-We introduce a penalty-hybrid formulation for the use in non-conforming finite element methods. 
This overcomes the disadvantages of suboptimality for the penalty method and the stability criterion for the 
hybrid method. We show that error estimations and the condition number for the associated algebraic 
system of the method are the same as for conforming finite element method. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The overall approximation i  a finite element method requires a certain amount of inter-element 
continuity. For the Ritz and Galerkin method, the requirement is Cm-’ for a differential 
equation of order 2m. In stress analysis of bending plates or shell problems, for example, at 
least fifth order polynomials are required to obtain C’ continuity between triangular elements. It
is obvious that for m > 1, the construction of elements with the required amount of continuity, 
i.e. conforming elements, is a formidable task. From a computational point of view, it is thus 
desirable to use elements with less continuity than appears to be required, i.e. non-conforming 
elements, and relax the required continuity condition by imposing equality constraints over each 
element boundary. There are two approaches to handle these constraints. The first approach is to 
introduce positive penalty functionals [ l] that prescribe a high cost for violation of the constraints. 
Although general convergence results have been established[2], the method usually results in 
suboptimal rates of convergence. Moreover, it has worse condition number for the discrete 
algebraic system than conforming methods. 
Another approach that has been used is the method of Lagrange multipliers[3,4]. The 
method owes its theoretical ground of a generalized variational principle[5]. While hybrid 
method has good rate of convergence, its convergence depends on certain stability criterion 
(refer to as Brezzi condition or rank condition) to be satisfied[6]. Special elements have been 
developed to satisfy this condition. 
In this paper, we introduce a method that combines the penalty method and the hybrid 
method to treat non-conforming finite elements. The method absorbs favorable features of both 
methods and overcomes their drawbacks. Optimal rate of convergence and condition number 
for the algebraic system comparable to conforming elemeilt are derived. Special elements are 
not required. For simplicity, we start by presenting the method for a second order problem in 
Section 2. A general formulation for 2mth order problems is presented in Section 3. 
Consider the problem 
2. THE APPROXIMATE METHOD 
Au+f=OinR (2.1) 
u =Oonr. (2.2) 
Following standard finite element practice we consider a decomposition of R into elements (T 
(e.g. rectangles or triangles). We let Rh denote the set of all such elements in R, and we let Th 
denote the set of all edges T of u as the latter varies over R”. Let S(nh) and R(Th) denote the 
associated finite element spaces. We do not assume that functions in S(flh) satisfy the necessary 
interelement continuity conditions; however, we do assume that we can approximate S(@‘) and 
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R(T”) such that 
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and 
To define our penalty-hybrid method we introduce the functional 
where 
and 
J(u, A) =;D(u,A;u,h)-Cf,u)o 
D(u,A;u,I*)=a(u,A;u,p)+b(u,A;u,& 
Also 
a(u, A; V, CL) = & (Vu, Vu), + Kh-’ VFnh I,, (u - A)(u - F) d7 (2.4) 
K u>n = I, fu. 
(2.3) 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
We seek uh E S(nh) and Ah E R(Th) such that 
D(u, Ah; uh, kh) = cf, uh)n all uh E S(fih), Jo’ E R(Th). (2.7) 
K in (2.4) is a constant independent of h. Note that (2.4) is the penalty form. (2.5) is a hybrid 
term where &/&I serves as the lagrange multiplier. An important property of the approximate 
scheme-a property that is not shared by most nonconforming or penalty methods-is con- 
tained in the following Lemma. 
LEMMA 1. 
Let u be the solution of (2.1) and (2.2) and uh, Ah the solution of (2.7). Then for some A 
D(u - U,,, A - Ah; uh, /hh) = 0 all uh E S(nh>, ph ER(Th). 
Proof. Choose A = u on acr then for any uh E S(Q”) and ph E R(Th) 
Kh-’ x I,,@ - A)(uh - p”) = 0 
0 
also since u is smooth 
Hence, integrating by parts, we have 
0 = 2 (Au, u h)q - Q, u h)nh 
D 
and thus 
We introduce the norm 
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D(u, A; uh, /L’) = cf, uh). 
and we show that D(u, A ; u, p) is bounded and coersive with respect o this norm. A standard 
argument uses the inverse inequality theorem[7] shows that 
Then 
;lb(u”, /.L~; uh, /.L~)I= 
Choose K r4C, then Jb(uh, kh; uh, ph)l S$a(uh, ph; uh, F~). We thus proved the following 
lemma. 
LEMMA 2. 
We now give an error estimate for the norm I( * (I,,. F or simplicity, we define the norm 
and observe that 
hence the two norms II . Ijh and 111. Ill), are equivalent. 
THEOREM 1. 
There is a positive number C independent of u and h such that 
Ilk - uht A - hh)llh 5 @l(Ul(k+, 
Proof. Let u = uh - vu, ,.h = Ah - TA. From (2.7) and Lemma 2, 
#u, & 5 D(u, p ; u, p) = D(u - iru, A - VA ; u, /L). 
Also, by Schwartze, 
IDk A; 0, IL)1 5 211104 ~)/lhlllb’, F)I/h. 
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i.e., 
Thus 
lib. Plllh 5 8llKu - w h - ~Mlllh 
now 
l(((u - nu, A - nA)(l12 = 21~ - a&+ x Khjc [(u - TU) -(A - n,i)]‘dT 
0 0 
i-2 K-'h j- [a(U;7u)rdr 
s Ch’kllull:+,,a.JY 
Hence 
and 
lll(u - uh, A - b,)l(lh 5 Chkll$.+,. 
The following theorem gives an L2-estimate. 
THEOREM 2.t 
In the same context as Theorem 1 we have 
I(u - ukllO, 0 5 ch”+‘llUllk+,.n. 
and 
T lb - A kllfi~ 5 Chzk+‘((ul(:+,,n. 
Proof. For any uk E S(fi’), solve 
Ao=u-uk in Q 
w=O on l? 
choose z = w on &J, then 
D(w, z; u, /L) = (u - uk, u)n all u E H’(a), /L E H0(8a) 
Set u = u - uk, u = A - Ah 
((~-u~~(~Z=D(~,Z;U-~~,A-A~) 
=D(w- nw, z - ~z; u - uk, A -Ah) 
5 2j]\(W - i’W Z - ~d~~~k~~~(~ - Uk, A - A “>111k 
5 Chllwllz,rlhkllUIlk+,.~ 
5 Chk+‘(lUl(k+,.& - Uhl(o.ct. 
*In this result we assume fl is smooth enough so that \Iu[\~ 5 CIIA /I f II 0 or u E H’ f~ HA. For regions with corners one only 
has I(u((l+, 5 C/\AI& for some O< r~ I. and h”’ must be replaced with h’+’ in such cases. 
For A estimation 
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5 Ill(u - uh, A - Ah)lll,, +; kh-’ I,, (u - uh)* d7. 
Note 
Therefore, 
Thus 
THEOREM 3. 
T kh-lj-o( A - Ah)* 5 ChzkllUII:,,,n. 
T lb - ~“llk 5 ChZk+‘llull:+,,n. 
The condition number of the algebraic system associated with (2.8) is of order (C/I-*). 
Proof. Proceed as in Theorem 2. We solve 
Ao = uh inf2 
w = 0 on r for any uh E S(@) 
and z = w on au. Then D(wh, .zh; uh, ph) = (uh, uh) all uh, ph. Let uh = uh, ph = Ah, 
Iluhll;= D(wh, zh; uht Ah) 
$ 4)(~ h, Zh)l(lhlIl(U h, * h)(llh 
5 2{111(@. dlllh + lll(@ - ght 2 - zh)lllh}lll(uht *h)lllh 
5 c(ll@lil +h211~lldlllhh~ Ah)lllh 
5 c(lu hllOlll(u h, * h)lllh. 
so Ill(uh, Ah)/h L l/Cl(uhJIO and 
Also 
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Thus 
On the other hand, 
Hence 
and 
3. ELLIPTIC EQUATIONS OF 2mth ORDER 
Consider the boundary value problem 
L*Lu=f in R (3.1) 
SiU =gi on I? for i=O,. . . , t?t - 1. (3.2) 
Here for any u C R we have 
(L*Lu, u), = (Lu, Lu), + 7: I,, (Ym-i-1 LU)(SiV) d7 (3.3) E 
where Sj, yj are jth order boundary operators, We retain the notation of the previous sections, 
except now we assume that we can approximate to at least (m + 1)st order on L?. 
As in the previous section, no continuity properties on functions in S(fIh) is assumed. 
To define the Penalty-Hybrid method we put 
(3.4) 
where in analogy to Section 2, a(., +) is the standard penalty form, 
m-l 
a(u, A; U, p) = oFn, (Lu, Lu), f z. h2i”-2mKi C I,, (SiU - Ai)(Su - ui) dz (3.5) c7 
where {Ki} are positive constants independent of h. The second form b(., .) is the hybrid term 
and is defined as follows: 
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where (.), denotes the restriction to the element u. As in Section 2 we define approximations 
uh E S(nh) and Ah E R(Th) by requiring 
D(u,,, h,,; uh, kh) = cf, oh)0 id1 uh E s(i-ih), ,kh E R(Th). (3.7) 
A straightforward calculation (similar to the proof of Lemma 2) shows that the exact 
solution u of (3.1)-(3.2) satisfies 
D(u, h; uh, ph) = (j, uh)o all uh E S(flh), ~~ E R(Th). 
This of course is the main feature of the present penalty-hybrid approach that is 
by standard penalty methods. With this property we have the crucial orthogonality 
D(u-&k-hh;Uh,,.‘h)=O all UhES(i-kh),/LhER(Th). 
It is easy to verify that D(., .) is bounded and coersive with respect o the norm 
Il(n, dllh = du, CL; u, /.d”*, 
(3.8) 
not shared 
(3.9) 
the arguments being very close to those given in Section 2. Thus we have the following result. 
THEOREM 4. t 
There is a positive number C independent of u and h such that 
In addition, the condition number of the algebraic system equivalent to (3.7) is of order O(h-‘“). 
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